
Schedule of Licence Conditions

Conditions consistent with the operating schedule Agreed Proposed by

1. All fire, health and safety legislation and procedures will be
adhered to

2. Management and staff to be trained the Licensing Act 2003
objectives and statutory requirements

3. Digital CCTV system with a minimum 28 days recording store
facility

4. Incident log detailing any incidents
5. Staff to be trained on how to appropriately deal with incidents
6. Signs will be displayed at exists requesting customers to leave

quietly and to respect the neighbourhood
7. Digital CCTV with prominent placed cameras inside and outside

the premises to act as a deterrent
8. All existing legislation [in relation to the protection of children

from harm] to be observed and adhered to

N/A Applicant

Conditions proposed by objectors Agreed Proposed by

1. During the hours of Late Night Refreshment the premises shall
operate as a delivery service only. No sit in service shall be
provided.

2. No noise shall emanate from the premises nor vibration be
transmitted through the structure of the premises that gives rise
to a nuisance.

3. There shall be no admittance to the premises with the exception
of delivery drivers after 23:00 hours.

4. The premises and immediate surrounding area shall be kept
clean and free from litter at all times the premises are open to
the public.

5. All takeaway packaging and wrappers shall clearly identify the
premises, i.e. by way of company logo or name.

6. Litter bins shall be provided at the premises in sufficient capacity
to ensure that customers can adequately dispose of any litter.

7. No rubbish, including bottles, shall be moved, removed or
placed in outside areas between 22:00 and 08:00 hours.

8. No deliveries must be made to the premises between 22:00 and
08:00 hours.

9. Delivery drivers shall conduct the delivery in a manner that will
not cause a noise disturbance to the occupiers of any residential
properties surrounding the delivery address. This includes the
avoidance of slamming doors, playing loud music, shouting,
over revving engines and sounding horns to signal their arrival.
The driver shall turn the engine off immediately upon arrival at
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the delivery address and will park considerately without causing
any obstruction to the highway.

In addition opening hours and the provision of late night refreshment
are to be limited to the following times:

Monday - Thursday
23:00 - 00:00
Friday - Sunday
23:00 – 01:00

Opening hours and the provision of late night refreshment are to be
limited to the following times:

Monday - Thursday
23:00 - 00:00
Friday - Sunday
23:00 – 01:00

No GMP


